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Designer Henrik Pedersen

Materials Natural Teak

Models Bar Cart

The new Bar Cart typifies Danish Designer Henrik Pedersen's talent for meeting
every-day needs with beautiful design. Whether accompanying brunch as
additional preparation space, paired with the lunch table for condiments or just
nearby as evening approaches for that perfect sundowner, the Bar Cart ensures
the little details that make moments are never far away.

Designed to seamlessly blend aesthetics with functionality, the Bar Carts distinctive
large diameter wheels facilitate smooth passage on uneven ground while the
integrated handle ensures any manoeuvre is completed with ease. Twin trays offer
all the space you need and gently curled edges limit potential for spills. Should the
worst happen, generous gaps between slats mean that Bar Cart is easily cleaned.
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About Gloster
As life gets faster and more complex, the need for quality time and space - the freedom to be you - grows too. At Gloster we open doors to
timelessly beautiful exteriors where your furniture sets the mood, just the way you want it to be. And we take the long view, using only the very
best materials and techniques available. Our aim is your pleasure - to be enjoyed in countless special moments outdoors.

With offices world-wide and our own manufacturing facility in Indonesia, Gloster’s roots can be traced all the way back to West Africa in 1960,
where a band of passionate entrepreneurs and furniture makers took the first steps on a long journey. Today, the same passion, conviction
and pride that launched the Gloster brand, continues to fuel our business. We may live in a different world than the one occupied by our
founders, but one thing remains the same - we are furniture makers whose sole focus is to design and build the world’s finest outdoor furniture.
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